ABSTRACT: Progression of medial compartment knee osteoarthritis (OA) has been associated with repetitive mechanical loading during walking, often characterized by the peak knee adduction (KAM) and knee flexion moments (KFM). However, the relative contributions of these components to the knee total joint moment (TJM) can change as the disease progresses since KAM and KFM are influenced by different factors that change over time. This study tested the hypothesis that the relative contributions of KAM, KFM, and the rotational moment (KRM) to the TJM change over time in subjects with medial compartment knee OA. Patients with medial compartment knee OA (n ¼ 19) were tested walking at their self-selected speed at baseline and a 5-year follow-up. For each frame during stance, the TJM was calculated using the KAM, KFM, and KRM. The peaks of the TJM and the relative contributions of the moment components at the time of the peaks of the TJM were tested for changes between baseline and follow-up. The percent contribution of KFM to the first peak of the TJM (TJM1) significantly decreased (p < 0.001) and the percent contribution of KAM to TJM1 significantly increased (p < 0.001), while the magnitude of the TJM1 did not significantly change over the 5-year follow-up. These gait changes with disease progression appear to maintain a constant TJM1, but the transition from a KFM to a KAM dominance appears to reflect gait changes associated with progressing OA and pain. Thus, the TJM and its component analysis captures a comprehensive metric for total loading on the knee over time. Published 2018.
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is a common disease affecting millions of people in the United States, 1, 2 with the medial compartment of the knee being more commonly affected than the lateral compartment. 3 While the development and progression of OA has been related to the interaction of biology, structure, and gait mechanics, 4 there is substantial evidence that gait mechanics 5, 6 play an important role in the pathogenesis of OA. Given that gait changes are complex as the disease progresses and interventions are designed to modify gait, how to characterize the gait features critical to the pathogenesis of the disease over time remains an important research question.
The knee adduction moment (KAM), which is related to the distribution of medial/lateral load on the knee, 5 has been linked to the severity 6 and rate of progression 7 of medial compartment knee OA. Patients with higher first peak KAM (KAM1) have more severe OA 6 and a faster rate of progression. 7 Further, it has been shown that alignment is correlated to the KAM, 8 and that KAM often increases as varus alignment increases in later stages of the disease. 9 Recent findings also indicate that the peak knee flexion moment (KFM) is negatively correlated to tibial cartilage changes in patients with medial compartment knee OA, with higher baseline KFM correlating to greater loss of cartilage thickness in the medial compartment. 10 The KFM is also sensitive to pain, with patients having a reduced peak KFM when in pain. 11 This finding suggests that patients adapt to pain by reducing quadriceps muscle activation when walking. 7, 12 While the smaller magnitude knee rotational moment (KRM) has received less attention in the knee OA literature, reductions in the external rotation moment (KRM1) in early stance have been observed in patients with moderate knee OA 13 as compared to healthy subjects. Given that both pain and varus alignment increase as medial knee OA progresses, it is important to consider the nature of changes in the KFM, KAM, and KRM when assessing the progression of knee OA since all components influence the total load on the medial compartment of the knee. 14 Often, conservative treatments for medial compartment knee OA target reducing the peak KAM using interventions, such as valgus knee bracing, 15, 16 lateral wedges, 17 variable-stiffness shoes, [18] [19] [20] and gait retraining. 21 While these conservative treatments often reduce the peak KAM, it remains unclear if these treatments cause a subsequent increase in the peak KFM, and thus, in spite of reducing the KAM, the total load on the medial compartment of the knee could increase. On the other hand, a reduced peak KFM could also be detrimental as quadriceps weakness, which is associated with reduced KFMs during gait, 11, 12 may be a risk factor for developing knee OA. 22 In the shortterm, improving quadriceps strength has been linked to better pain and functional outcomes in patients with OA. 23 However, it is unknown if increasing the KFM, associated with increasing the quadriceps strength, 14 will increase the KAM1 and ultimately the total load on the joint and affect the rate of progression of OA.
While the KAM1, peak KFM, and KRM1 described above occur during the early stance phase of the gait cycle, it is important to note that kinetics during the late stance phase of gait have also been associated with OA stage. In particular, the second peak of the knee adduction moment (KAM2) and the late stance phase peak knee of the flexion-extension moment, where the knee is in extension (KEM), both vary with disease status. Patients with less severe OA tend to have lower KAM2, 9 and patients with more severe OA have reduced KEM 24 compared to patients with less severe OA or healthy, young controls. 24 Further, asymptomatic individuals with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) evidence of cartilage loss showed reduced KEM compared to asymptomatic individuals without MRI evidence of cartilage loss. 25 Though reducing KAM2 has been less of a focus in patients with medial compartment knee OA, reductions are possible through toe-out gait 26 and gait retraining through a medial weight transfer at the foot. 21 In addition, the peak internal rotation moment (KRM2) occurs during late stance phase ( Fig. 1) , has been shown to be altered in patients with medial compartment knee OA, 27 and can influence progression of knee OA. 28 The issues raised above suggest that there are multiple components of the total reaction, 11 or the total moment, 29 at the knee that are related to the peak force 14 of the knee, as well as the disease state of knee OA. In addition, the relative contributions of these components to the total joint moment (TJM) can change with the disease status. As such, a better understanding of the relative contributions of each moment component to the TJM at the knee as the disease progresses 30 could provide new insight into the pathogenesis of the disease.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to examine the relative contributions of the KAM, KFM, and KRM to the TJM over time in people with medial compartment knee OA by testing the following hypotheses: (i) The relative contributions of the moment components to the TJM at the knee change over a 5-year period; (ii) the magnitude of TJM changes over 5 years.
METHODS
Patients A convenience sampling of nineteen patients (12 females, seven males) were recruited from a prior study of 42 patients with medial compartment knee OA who participated in an Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved project 5 years prior ( Table 1 ). The original cohort was obtained through IRBapproved printed advertisements posted throughout the community and in local newspapers. Initial inclusion criteria included age greater than 40 years and radiographically diagnosed medial compartment knee OA with a KellgrenLawrence (KL) grade 31 of !1 in at least one knee. Exclusion criteria included OA of the hip or ankle, predominantly lateral compartment OA, gout, or recurrent pseudo gout, age greater than 85 years, body mass index (BMI) greater than 35 kg/m 2 , total knee or hip replacement in either limb, and contraindications for having a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan. As subject follow-up was not in the prior study design, all subjects were contacted for the follow-up test through a second IRB-approved project. Nineteen patients met the same inclusion criteria listed above and were willing to return for a followup test. Of the remaining 23 patients not tested, four had total knee replacements, three had moved to another state and were unable to return for testing, three were unwilling to return for testing, three had lower extremity surgery or illness precluding participation, one was deceased, and nine did not respond. Though it was not a requirement, all subjects had bilateral knee OA at follow-up, and the index knee was selected based on the worse KL grade and self-reported pain at baseline.
Gait
Subjects performed three walking trials at their self-selected normal walking pace at an initial test and at a 5-year followup. Gait data were collected using a multi-camera optoelectronic system (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) and a force platform (Bertec Corporation, Columbus, OH) embedded in the middle of a 10-m walkway. Camera and force data were synchronized and collected at 120 Hz. Marker data were collected using the previously described Point Cluster Technique (PCT), 32 with anatomical landmarks of the lower limbs found through palpation and a cluster of nine markers placed on the thigh and six markers placed on the tibia, used to calculate knee motion in six degrees of freedom with no constraints. A static trial was collected to obtain the anatomical reference frames, 32 and inverse dynamics were used to calculate the moments. 32 The BioMove software (Stanford University, Stanford, CA) was used to calculate normalized knee joint moments during the stance phase of gait. 33 Moments extracted included the knee adduction moment (KAM), knee flexion moment (KFM), and the knee rotational moment (KRM). Similar to the knee index, 30 the total joint moment (TJM) was calculated during each frame of stance Figure 1 . The average knee moment curves for the 19 subjects: the total joint moment and component moments. At baseline (a), TMJ peaks values (TMJ1, TMJ2) showed no significant differences to the 5-year follow-up (b). However, the moment contributions of the KAM and KFM to TJM1 did significantly change between baseline and follow-up, while the peaks of the TJM did not change between baseline and follow-up (Table 2) .
Ã p 0.002 difference in KAM and KFM between baseline and follow-up. phase by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the KFM, KAM, and KRM:
The first peak of the TJM (TJM1) was defined as the maximum TJM during the first half of stance, and the second peak TJM (TJM2) was defined as the maximum TJM during the second half of stance.
At the time of the TJM peaks, the percent KFM, KAM, and KRM contribution to the total joint moment was calculated as the square of the planar moment at the time of the peak over the square of the total moment at the time of the peak, multiplied by 100 30 :
Extracted values from the three walking trials were averaged.
KL Grading and Alignment KL scores were graded by a single, blinded orthopaedic surgeon using full length bilateral standing anterior posterior radiographs. 31 The mechanical axis of the study knee was determined from standing weight-bearing radiographs that included the hip, knee, and ankle. The mechanical axes of the knee joints were defined as the angle between a line from the center of the femoral head to the center of the femoral intercondylar notch, and a line from the center of the tips of the tibial spines to the ankle talus, 34 with varus alignment defined as a positive value.
Pain
At follow-up, subjects completed the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Score (KOOS) questionnaire for their index knee. 35 
Statistical Tests
Standard paired student's t-tests were used to determine the differences between the demographics and the total knee joint moment peaks, knee adduction moment (KAM1 and KAM2), peak knee flexion moment (KFM), and late stance peak knee extension moment (KEM), knee rotational moments (KRM1 and KRM2), and the contributions of each moment component to the total moment. Statistical tests for joint moments were corrected for multiple measurements using the Bonferroni method (a ¼ 0.05). Exploratory post hoc analyses included stratifying patients into those who increased or decreased their TMJ between visits, and correlations between follow-up alignment with follow-up KAM1 and follow-up pain with follow-up peak KFM and KAM1 were done by linear regressions, with p < 0.05 set as a threshold for significance.
RESULTS
Patient demographics are described in Table 1 . There was no significant difference in BMI or self-selected normal walking speed between baseline and the 5-year follow-up ( Table 1 ). The average KL at follow-up was significantly greater than the average KL grade at baseline (p ¼ 0.046). There was also no significant difference in age, BMI, or baseline KL grade from the people who did not return for follow-up testing (61.0 AE 7.9 yrs; 26.1 AE 2.9 kg/m 2 ; KL¼ 2.57 AE 1.34, p > 0.10).
At baseline, the temporal pattern of the TJM (Fig. 1) reached a peak value (TJM1) in early stance around the time that corresponds with the first peak of the adduction moment (KAM1) and peak flexion moment (KFM). The TJM also reached a second peak (TJM2) during late stance phase around the time that corresponds to the second peak of the adduction moment (KAM2) and the late stance peak extension moment (KEM). Interestingly, the internal rotation moment also reaches a peak (KRM2) around the time that corresponds to TJM2 during late stance phase (Fig. 1a) . At the 5-year follow-up, the temporal patterns of the TJM (Fig. 1b) also had two substantial peaks that corresponded to the peaks of the individual components. However, the relative contributions of the individual components to the TJM did substantially change (Fig. 1) between baseline and the 5-year follow-up (p 0.002).
Quantitatively, the percent contribution of the KFM to TJM1 significantly decreased over the 5-year OA TOTAL KNEE JOINT MOMENT follow-up period while the percent contribution of the KAM to TJM1 significantly increased (Table 2) . Similarly, the magnitude of the peak KFM significantly reduced on average by 31% and the KAM1 significantly increased on average by 25% from baseline to follow-up ( Table 2 ). The contribution of the rotational moment at TJM1 (KRM1) was negligible (close to 0). No significant differences were found in the percent contributions of the KFM, KAM, or KRM to TJM2 (Table 2) .
There was substantial variation in the individual response to TJM over time, and thus, there was no significant difference in TJM1 or TJM2 between baseline and follow-up (Fig. 1a and b, Table 2 ). When stratified by subject, eight subjects reduced their TJM1 over 5%, six subjects increased their TJM1 over 5%, and five subjects remained within 5% of their baseline TJM1 (Fig. 2) . While the relative changes in the KFM and KAM resulted in no significant change in TJM1, the distribution of the contributions of the KAM and KFM to the TJM did change with disease progression (Fig. 3) . At baseline, there were similar contributions from both moment components, and after 5 years, the contributions shifted so that the percent contribution of the KAM became the more dominant moment to the TJM1 (Fig. 4a and b) .
In post hoc analyses, it was found that knee alignment and KAM1 at follow-up were correlated, with patients with more varus alignment having higher KAM1 (R 2 ¼ 0.40, p ¼ 0.005), and follow-up knee pain had a trending correlation with peak KFM. Patients in more pain at follow-up trended toward a lower peak KFM at follow-up (R 2 ¼ 0.20, p ¼ 0.06). There was no correlation between pain at follow-up and KAM1 at follow-up (R 2 ¼ 0.06, p ¼ 0.31).
DISCUSSION
The results of this study indicate that the relative contributions of the adduction and flexion moments to the total joint moment substantially change over time such that there was a greater contribution of the adduction moment and a reduced contribution of the flexion moment to the first peak of the total joint moment (TJM1) as the disease progressed over a 5-year period. The results also show that the contributions of the KAM and KFM to the TJM1 were relatively equal at baseline while at follow-up there was a substantial increase in KAM. This increase in KAM was balanced by a corresponding decrease in the KFM, such that the TJM1 did not significantly change between baseline and the 5-year follow-up. Similarly, the second peak TJM (TJM2) did not significantly change between baseline and the 5-year follow-up. Breaking the TJM into percent components offers a more comprehensive overview and provides insight into what is happening concurrently on different planes during gait with time and as the disease progresses. The observed changes in KAM1 and peak KFM over time are consistent with other research on medial compartment knee OA. The increase in KAM1 over time is consistent with findings that KAM1 increases as the disease progresses. 9 Specifically, KAM1 is often associated with advancing varus deformity. 14 The post hoc analysis indicated that patients The first peak total joint moment (TJM1) of the knee varied subject to subject. Some subjects increased, some subjects decreased, and some subjects had similar TJM1 from baseline to the 5-year follow-up.
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in our study with more varus alignment at follow-up also had higher KAM1 at follow-up. At the 5-year follow-up, our results agree with reports that KAM dominates the TJM. 36 However, the KAM did not dominate the TJM at baseline, and breaking the TJM down into percent components offers a more comprehensive view on how gait is changing over time as the disease progresses.
The decrease in peak KFM perhaps suggests an adaptation to increased pain 11 ; a post hoc analysis suggests that patients with more pain at follow-up trended towards lower peak KFM at follow-up. The finding that the peak KFM decreased with time and pain suggests a potential mechanism to reduce the total load on the medial compartment and also suggests that some patients can adopt compensatory gait patterns that tend to reduce quadriceps activation. Though research has aimed to increase quadriceps strength, which has been shown to reduce pain and increase function in subjects with knee OA, 23 increasing quadriceps activation could lead to a higher peak KFM, which has been linked to greater tibial cartilage changes 10 over a longer follow-up. Our results contrast a study reporting a similar decrease in peak KFM over time but improved pain scores. 37 The reported study 37 was an observational study following subjects before and after a surgery for a concomitant high tibial osteotomy (HTO) and anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR) surgery performed to mitigate pain. Our study provided no intervention and followed the natural progression of the disease.
Knee OA literature regarding KRM1 is sparse, with one study reporting reduced KRM1 in a mild-tomoderate OA population when compared to healthy controls. 13 Our study found that the magnitude of KRM1 was small when compared to the magnitudes of KAM1 and peak KFM and was not significantly different between baseline and follow-up. More research is needed to understand the total joint moment and its relationship to long-term cartilage changes.
Though differences in TJM2 and moment contributions to that peak were not significant in our study, it is still important to monitor changes since KEM 24 and KRM2 28 have been linked to OA disease status and progression. In particular, subjects with more severe OA have reduced KEM, 24 asymptomatic subjects with MRI evidence of cartilage loss also showed reduced KEM, 25 and in subjects with OA, higher KRM2 has been linked to greater tibial cartilage volume loss. 28 Though TJM has been shown to be a valid and reliable measure of gait biomechanics in people with medial compartment knee OA, 38 based on our findings, a larger study is necessary to draw conclusions regarding TJM2 and advancing medial compartment knee OA. Also, it is possible that a healthy population with similar demographics to this study would experience similar changes in gait. However, the key findings of this study were shifts in the relative contributions to TJM where KAM increases and KFM decreases as the disease advances over time and are consistent with other observations in patients with medial knee OA. 9, 14, 23 While these results show the relative contributions of KAM and KFM to TJM1 at the knee significantly change with time and disease progression, generalizing these results should consider the limitations of the study design. The small population and the variability in OA disease status (as assessed by the KL grade) make it difficult to conclude that the observed gait changes are primary or secondary to the disease status. Also, since this population was a convenience sampling from a prior study that did not require longer term follow-up, not everyone in the original cohort returned for the follow-up, which potentially exposes bias common to opportunity samples. 39 The lack of a significant change in the TJM limits the clinical interpretation of this measure since some patients reduced the TJM, some increased, and some remained the same. 
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A larger cohort could shed light into whether one adaptation is better than the others. However, the strong statistical support for the shift in the relative contributions of KAM and KFM to the TJM1 suggests longer studies with various cohorts, asymptomatic healthy controls of young and aging populations, along with people with knee injuries, could provide better insight into the total joint moment.
In conclusion, the key finding of this study was that the transition from a KFM to a KAM dominant gait appear to reflect gait changes consistent with those observed as medial compartment knee OA progresses and could provide a basis to determine if changes in the characteristics of the total joint moment can be used to assess the risk of advancing disease progression that is more sensitive than assessing KAM or KFM independently.
